
 
 
 

 

 

Disclaimer:  Perceptions are in the eye of the beholder.  The perceptions below are exaggerated for learning purposes, and may not be what you are thinking!  

However, the reality is, we all have negative perceptions of others from time to time.  And we often view behaviors of those that are least like us as negative.  

DISC is a tool to help you move from misunderstanding and frustration to working together for the good of the team. 

Gaining knowledge, understanding, and acceptance of others’ strengths and weaknesses is where Guild Values of Respect and Collaboration begin.  And, those 

you get along with the least, are usually the ones that you can learn from the most.  They have strengths to compensate for your weaknesses and vice versa.  

And, if you reframe perceptions into positives, we can appreciate and leverage the talent on our teams in new ways. 

 

D – Dominant 

Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Determined, decisive, results oriented I feel pressured.  Who put you in charge? Focused decision making 

Strong, direct communicator Abrupt.  Rough.  Ouch! Straightforward feedback 

Competitive Overwhelming, so aggressive Gets jobs to the finish line 

Fast, impatient Hello!  Do you not see or hear me?   Moves the team and individuals forward 

Risk taker No, just risky Innovative pushes for accomplishment 

 

I – Influence 

Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Enthusiastic Overly optimistic, not looking at risks Engages others around a cause 

Active Like a butterfly, fliting all over the place Moves projects forward 

Inspiring So emotional and intuitive.  Where are the facts? Develops others 

Fast starter, mover and shaker All those balls in the air; are any projects finished?  Activates action in others 

Charming, persuasive Socializing again!  We need to work.  Creates a supportive environment 

 

 

 DISC   Understand Overuse and Perceptions, Recognize Strengths 



S – Steady 

Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Pleasant, diplomatic You are SO nice; where are the constructive challenges? Respectful team player 

Thoughtful, deliberate Indecisive, slow to change Contingency thinker 

Seeks compromise You give in too easily.  Express yourself! Champions collaboration and respect 

Values relationships  But they aren’t doing what they should.  What are you 
doing about it? 

Helps analyze people impact 

Trustworthy, good natured You will get it done, but WHEN? Customer service orientation 

 

C – Conscientious 

Self-Perception Other’s Perception Reframe It 

Thorough, values accuracy Sees only trees, not the forest!  Misses opportunities. Logic based decision making 

Persistent, quality control Slow to move forward, where’s the excitement? Identifies risk 

Focused analysis Difficult to approach when fixated, ignores feelings Data based planning 

Facts are important Too much data!  We don’t always need to be experts. Identifies pros and cons  

Diplomatic and moderate Where are the decisions and the strategy? Calm professional presence  

 


